June 2005 Update: The lawsuit against the Katy Freeway project was dismissed by a federal court on April 9,
2004, allowing the project to move forward. The final major construction contract was awarded in March 2005.
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Katy Freeway, Interstate 10 West
All great freeway cities need a great freeway. Chicago
has the Dan Ryan Expressway. New York City has the
New Jersey Turnpike. Los Angeles has the El Toro Y.
Toronto has the 401 Freeway. If Houston is to join the
ranks of the world’s great freeway cities, it needs a big,
monumental freeway. And if the Katy Freeway expansion
moves forward as planned in mid-2003, Houston will get
its mega-freeway to propel it into the ranks of the freeway
elite.
Residents of west Houston have suffered for decades
on the small, antiquated, six-lane Katy Freeway. As expansion and reconstruction proceeded on nearly all other
Houston freeways, the Katy Freeway has remained in its
1960s time warp, hopelessly incapable of meeting modern-day demand. However, sometimes being last in line
can have its advantages. In the case of the Katy Freeway,
which will be Houston’s last 1960s-era freeway to undergo comprehensive rehabilitation, the best was saved
for last. The Katy Freeway reconstruction will be the
largest freeway expansion to occur in Houston and will
transform the corridor into one of the nation’s most impressive. Houston’s freeway embarrassment will become
its showcase…if 2003 plans move forward to construction, that is.
The Katy Freeway in 2003 isn’t all bad. The 10-lane
section inside Loop 610, opened in December 1968, is
still modern and impressive by today’s standards. The
congested section outside Beltway 8 has earned itself a
more positive distinction as Houston’s “Energy Corridor”
due to the large number of oil, gas, and petrochemical
firms with large offices along the freeway. The freeway
also serves many of Houston’s most affluent neighborhoods, which are located between the Katy Freeway and
Westheimer, 3.5 miles (5.6 km) to the south.
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Designated as freeway

1946 (inside Loop 610)
1953 (outside Loop 610)

First freeway section open

1956

Freeway complete

1968

Reconstruction

Pavement replacement
only

Max traffic volume, 2001

219,000 vehicles per day

Future construction

Major expansion and
tollway construction
beginning in 2003

Origins
The Katy Freeway had its origins in SH 73, which was
designated as the “new” San Antonio Highway in 1939
and was generally located along the route of today’s IH
10. In 1940 there was discussion of a Memorial Park
entrance for SH 73, but by August 1940 TxDOT had
dropped the plan. The city of Houston then acquired land
north of Memorial Park near Washington Street for a
new interchange with US 290, but those plans were later
changed because TxDOT purchased that land for a new
district headquarters. In 1941 the route of SH 73 in west
Houston was redesignated as US 90.79
The original freeway plans for SH 73 west of Post
Oak Road were formulated in 1940. The plans called for
a 175-foot-wide (53 m) right-of-way for the freeway with
six main lanes and a frontage road on the south side of the
freeway only, due to the railroad track on the north side
of the corridor. The Katy Freeway’s narrow right-of-way
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SH 73
US 90
West Freeway (1956–65)
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The original US 90: This 1954 view shows the original US 90 four-lane divided highway just west
of today’s Loop 610. Houston’s freeway system carries its heaviest traffic volumes just outside
Loop 610. After the completion of the IH 10 expansion, this location will likely become the busiest
point in Houston’s freeway system. (Photo: TxDOT)
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had its roots in the early plans. The
175-foot width was widened along
most of the corridor when the facility was later upgraded to a full freeway, but the extremely
narrow right-of-way persisted on one key section and is
one of the reasons the Katy Freeway was never expanded
or improved.80
The need for an east-west freeway across Houston was
one of the earliest freeway needs identified. In June 1942,
the Texas Transportation Commission formally approved
the north section of the city’s planned Defense Loop,
which was intended as a bypass for US 90 and designated
as the “Loop on US 90.” In October 1946, the Texas Highway Commission authorized US 90 as a full freeway within the city limits of Houston, which at the time extended
approximately to the location of Loop 610. In June 1953,
the Texas Transportation Commission authorized US 90
as a full freeway westward to the city of Katy. The route
was officially designated as IH 10 in 1959.81
In the early days of the Katy Freeway’s development
outside Loop 610, there was a dispute between the two
highest-ranking TxDOT managers in the Houston district
about the required corridor width for the freeway. Wiley
Carmichael, who managed projects outside of Loop
610, wanted to construct IH 10 within the available US
90 right-of-way, while A. C. Kyser, who managed the
Houston Urban Project Office and was responsible for
projects inside Loop 610, recommended a wider corridor.
The project was under the jurisdiction of Carmichael and

he got his way, but the use of the narrow corridor proved
to be very costly to Houston in the long run, necessitating
a large and costly right-of-way clearance for the planned
expansion and delaying the project about 25 years after it
was needed.
The first work to upgrade US 90 to a full freeway began
in 1954. The Campbell and Blalock Road overpasses were
completed in 1956. The section from Campbell Road to
Post Oak was officially dedicated on November 13, 1962.
The freeway pushed westward over the following years
and, by April 1968, the freeway was completed to the city
of Katy, west of Houston.
The Beltway 8 frontage roads first connected to the
Katy Freeway in 1968. However, construction of modern
frontage roads and the main lanes of the Sam Houston
Tollway did not get underway until the late 1980s. The
Beltway 8-Katy Freeway interchange was Houston’s first
five-level freeway-to-freeway interchange. It was partially
opened in 1988 and fully opened in 1989.
The Inner Loop Section
While Wiley Carmichael was building the minimal
6-lane freeway with 2-lane frontage roads through west
Houston, A. C. Kyser was developing big plans for the
section inside Loop 610. More than any other freeway in
Houston, it would be similar in design to a Los Angeles
freeway. In fact, the plans were probably influenced by
California freeway design, since Kyser had visited California to study its freeways. The freeway would be big,

The Spokes
with a minimum of 10 general purpose lanes. A 1.7 mile
(2.7 km) section of the 4.7-mile (7.5 km) length would be
depressed below grade. The freeway would have superior
geometrics with gentle curves and grades. The design
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The first freeway construction: This 1955
photograph shows the first construction of main
lanes of IH 10 between Campbell and Blalock
Roads. The original US 90 four-lane divided
highway can be seen in the upper left of the photo.
(Photo: The Positive Image)
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even featured an unusual, wide deck across the freeway to
allow the crossing of a railroad which intersected the freeway with only a 27-degree angle from the freeway centerline. The freeway was built underneath the railroad due
to grade lines, scarcity of embankment for an overpass,
and the superior characteristics of a depressed freeway in
terms of entrance and exit, since downward-sloping entrance ramps help vehicles accelerate and upward-sloping
exit ramps slow down vehicles .82
Right-of-way clearance for the inner loop section of
the Katy Freeway was one of the more extensive in the
history of Houston’s freeways. Impacts to adjacent areas
were minimized by depressing the main lanes below
grade. By 1965 most of the right-of-way had been cleared
and construction could begin. The freeway was dedicated
to service on December 20, 1968. A 1971 study on the
effects of the freeway on adjacent neighborhoods
found that 75% of those surveyed thought the freeway had been properly located with respect to
their neighborhood, and positive freeway effects
dominated the negative freeway effects.83
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1961 construction: This view shows construction of the
Katy Freeway in 1961, looking west with the Wirt Road
overpass at center and Bingle/Voss near the top. (Photo:
The Positive Image)
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The Pain and Misery of the Katy Freeway
While A. C. Kyser’s 10-lane inner loop section of the
Katy Freeway was well-designed to take care of traffic
needs far into the future, Wiley Carmichael’s underdesigned section outside Loop 610 soon became overwhelmed with traffic and eventually degenerated into
Houston’s worst traffic nightmare. Houston’s other
congested freeways had been expanded and improved
through the 1980s and 1990s, but the Katy Freeway outside Loop 610 remained in its originally constructed configuration with 6 general purpose main lanes and 2 frontage road lanes in each direction. The freeway reached a
traffic volume of 179,000 vehicles per day in 1981, and
in 1988 it first broke the 200,000-vehicle-per-day barrier,
reaching 214,000 vehicles per day. Traffic volumes would
not increase much further, however, in spite of substantial
growth and development in the Katy Freeway corridor.
It simply was not possible to squeeze more cars through
the narrow freeway. The only relief for the Katy Freeway
came in September 1984, when the interior shoulders were
converted into a reversible transit lane during a pavement
rehabilitation project. The Katy transitway became Houston’s most heavily used transitway, serving 10,398 vehicles and 30,241 passenger trips daily in the third quarter
of 2002. The only good news for area dependent on the
Katy Freeway was that it remained a vibrant corridor for
real estate development. Starting in the 1970s, major energy firms began locating offices along the Katy Freeway.
This trend continued through the 1980s and 1990s, and
the section between Beltway 8 and SH 6 became known
as the “Energy Corridor.” The Grand Parkway, Houston’s
third outer loop, connected to the Katy Freeway in August
1994. New housing development continued near the city
of Katy, including the 7,000-acre master-planned Cinco
Ranch community.84

(Opposite page) Halfway there: These 1964 photos show
the newly completed first phase of the interchange at the
Katy Freeway and West Loop. Just west of the interchange,
the Katy Freeway eastbound traffic is diverted off the
freeway to Old Katy Road via a temporary roadway. The
full interchange and the eastward extension of the Katy
Freeway were completed in 1968. (Photos: TxDOT)
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Right-of-way clearance: This 1965 view
looking east toward downtown shows the
right-of-way clearance required for the inner
loop section of the Katy Freeway. This section of the Katy Freeway required one of the
larger clearances in the history of Houston’s
freeway system. The low density of the area
minimized the number of displacements, and
the freeway was built below grade level to
reduce impacts to the surrounding area. The
freeway was opened to traffic on December
20, 1968. A 1971 study examining the effect
of the freeway on the adjacent neighborhoods
found that 75% of the area residents felt the
freeway had been properly located and the
majority of residents felt the neighborhood
had been “made better off” by the freeway.
(Photo: The Positive Image)
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Slip-form comes to Houston: This view
shows paving of IH 10 north of Memorial Park in December 1967. This paving
project is believed to be the first use of
slip-form paving in Houston. In slip-form
paving, there are no molds to hold the
concrete in place. A stiff concrete mixture
is used and the paving machine forms
the mold as it “slips” along the section of
highway being paved. Slip-form paving
became standard for concrete paving of
highways. (Photo: TxDOT)
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Houston’s first sustained 10-lane freeway: This view looks east along the inner
loop section of the Katy Freeway. When
this section of freeway opened in December 1968, it was the first Houston freeway
to have 10 main freeway lanes for a sustained distance. The Southwest Freeway,
opened in 1961, had 10 lanes for a short
distance. (Photo: May 2003)
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A traffic nightmare: The Katy Freeway outside Loop 610 is the most congested freeway in Houston.
The freeway is still in its original minimal configuration with six general-purpose traffic lanes for most
of its length. The central reversible transitway, added in 1984, has been the only improvement to the
freeway since its construction in the 1950s and 1960s. Heavy commercial and residential development has occurred since the original construction, overwhelming the freeway. (Photo: September
2002)

Fixing the Problem
By the mid-1980s studies were underway to determine
how best to expand the freeway. The West Houston Association, a group representing real estate and business
interests in west Houston, sponsored a study in 1985
which recommended the addition of elevated lanes for a
17-mile (27 km) section west of Loop 610. The idea was
well received by local political leaders. Shortly thereafter
in 1986, TxDOT launched its own study which proposed
three options for the freeway expansion. The first option
involved widening the freeway at ground level to 10
general-purpose lanes and 6 express lanes. The cost for
construction (excluding right-of-way acquisition costs)
was estimated at $500 million, approximately 750 million
in 2003 dollars. The second and third options both added
6 express lanes on elevated structures in slightly different
configurations. The cost was estimated to be $1.1 to 1.3
billion, approximately 1.65 to 1.95 billion in 2003 dollars.
The high price tag and impacts of either the at-grade or
elevated options made quick action unlikely. At a public
meeting TxDOT Houston District head Omer Poorman
said, “I’m not promising anybody anything” regarding
when improvements could actually take place. It’s a good
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thing he didn’t make promises, because it would be a
long road to the beginning of
actual construction to improve the freeway.85
In 1992 a key event took place. In late December, after three years of “very hard negotiations,” TxDOT and
Union Pacific Railroad reached an agreement on the price
for the purchase of the railroad tracks on the north side
of the Katy Freeway. TxDOT paid $78 million to buy 28
miles (45 km) of track and agreed to pay an additional
$25 million for “environmental remediation and substitute transportation costs.” The railroad right-of-way was
100 feet (30 m) wide for most of the corridor length. The
land purchase eliminated the need for elevated structures
in the freeway expansion. By the end of 1992, TxDOT had
formulated a preliminary conceptual plan for the freeway
expansion with 10 general-purpose lanes and 6 express
lanes.86
However, study of the Katy Freeway corridor had
only just begun in 1992. In 1991 Congress passed the
Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act, or
ISTEA, which changed the way major new projects were
developed. Now, a “major investment study” would be re-
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Katy Freeway-West Loop interchange, 1968-2004: In a project that began in summer 2003, this four-level interchange completed
in 1968 will be demolished and replaced with a new interchange having geometrics and ramp capacities to accommodate the
expanded Katy and West Loop Freeways. This will be the second replacement of a four-level interchange in Texas, following the
replacement of the downtown Mixmaster in Fort Worth, a project completed in 2001. (Photo: November 2002)

quired. A major investment study is a comprehensive corridor study that considers a range of options and all modes
of transportation. TxDOT launched the study in 1995, and
a series of large public meetings were held along the corridor. By late 1995 it appeared that public opinion was in favor of a major expansion of the freeway. In 1997 TxDOT
announced the locally preferred option, which included a
minimum of 8 general-purpose lanes and 4 special-use
lanes. When auxiliary lanes were included, the proposed
freeway had at least 10 continuous general purpose lanes
for most of the key section between Loop 610 and SH 6.
The planned freeway corridor width averaged about 475
feet (145 m) from Loop 610 to Highway 6. Even with the
railroad right-of-way and the Old Katy Road right-of-way
north of the railroad tracks, the expansion would require
substantial right-of-way clearance, mainly affecting businesses along the north side of the corridor. Moving the
freeway expansion forward to construction became the
number one priority of several area politicians.87
But the proposed design was far from complete.
The design continued to evolve as TxDOT worked to
accommodate public input. Two additional non-barrierseparated lanes for high occupancy vehicles were added to
address public concerns that the four express lanes would
be inaccessible to most motorists. The design appeared
to be complete on March 27, 2001, when TxDOT held

Key dates in the history of the Katy Freeway
1939

SH 73 along the present-day freeway alignment is
constructed.

1946

Official freeway designation inside Loop 610.

1953

Official freeway designation outside Loop 610.

1956

The first freeway section opens.

1968

Freeway completed.

1984

The Katy Freeway transitway opens. It becomes
Houston’s busiest transitway.

1985

The first formal study for improving the Katy Freeway is
conducted. TxDOT performs an initial study in 1986.

1989

Houston’s first five-level interchange is completed at
the Beltway 8 intersection.

1992

TxDOT purchases the railroad right-of-way north of the
freeway.

1997

A major investment study of the freeway corridor
recommends expansion.

2002

Plans for a tollway in the center of the freeway are
finalized.

2003

The first construction contracts are awarded.

2008

Scheduled completion of the Katy Freeway expansion.
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Widest right-of-way: This view shows the planned Katy Freeway at the Bunker Hill intersection about 1.5 miles (2.4 km) inside
Beltway 8, where the right-of-way for the expansion reaches its widest point: 556 feet (169 m). Between Loop 610 and SH 6,
the corridor is typically 475 feet (145 m) wide, with five continuous freeway lanes and two continuous toll lanes in each direction.
The Bunker Hill interchange and adjacent sections of freeway are scheduled to be awarded for construction in February 2005.
However, a legal challenge must be resolved before construction can begin. (Source: diagram adapted from TxDOT schematic of
the planned design, dated March 10, 2003.)
Biggest Freeways in North America
Freeway

Location

Complete in present or
planned configuration

Dan Ryan Expressway
Interstate 90/94

Chicago, Illinois

December 15, 1962

The first super-size freeway in the
United States.

New Jersey Turnpike
Interstate 95

New Brunswick,
New Jersey

Circa 1967 for opening of first dualdual section; major expansions or
extensions of dual-dual roadway
circa 1973, 1990, and 1996.

Sustained length of widest
section is approximately 12 miles
(19 km); dual-dual roadway is
approximately 35 miles (56 km).

401 Freeway

Toronto, Canada

Circa 1967 for opening of first dualdual section; ongoing extension
of dual-dual section with major
extensions in 1985 and 1990s.

Dual-dual section is
approximately 34 miles (55 km)
in 2003, with further extensions
planned.

El Toro Y
Interstate 5/405 merge

Irvine, California
(near Los Angeles)

March 1997

Freeway width is reduced quickly
south of interchange.

Interstate 5/805 merge

San Diego, California Scheduled 2007

Wide section is about 3 miles
(5 km) long.

Katy Freeway
Interstate 10

Houston

Will have continuous frontage
roads and a sustained distance of
12 miles (19 km).

Lyndon B. Johnson Freeway Dallas, Texas
Interstate 635

Scheduled 2008

Comments

Estimated sometime between 2010 Will include twin deep-bored
and 2020
tunnels.

Note: The term “dual-dual” refers to a facility where each traffic direction has separate inner and outer sections. The inner section is intended
for express traffic, and the outer section is intended for local traffic.
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An unprecedented short life: This view looks west along the Katy Freeway at the Beltway 8 interchange, completed in 1989.
Due to minimal available right-of-way, many of the connector ramps are built over the frontage roads. The interchange will be
demolished and rebuilt during the Katy Freeway expansion and reconstruction, scheduled for 2003–2008. The strip of land on the
north (right) side of the freeway was formerly a railroad and was purchased by TxDOT in 1992 for the Katy Freeway expansion.
As this photo shows, the geometrics and pier placement of the interchange will not accommodate the expanded freeway, which
will extend across the available right-of-way. The life of this interchange will be about 17 years. This appears to be the shortest
lifespan of a major interchange in the United States. (Photo: May 2002)

a public meeting to display the “final” schematic. Within
days of the meeting, a proposal surfaced to convert the
four central express lanes into a toll facility. The financial
participation of the Harris County Toll Road Authority
(HCTRA) provided the possibility of an expedited construction schedule. A favorable public response to the toll
road proposal was reported.88
In the construction industry, certain expressions have
always brought smiles to everyone. “On time” and “on
budget” have always been near the top of that list. But
in the modern era of the transportation industry, there is
perhaps an expression that trumps all others as a cause for
celebration: “record of decision.” After the record of decision, everything else is usually anticlimactic. The record
of decision, or the “ROD,” is the final approval from the
Federal Highway Administration, certifying compliance
with environmental standards and authorizing local agen-

cies to proceed with a project. For the Katy Freeway, the
magic words arrived on January 15, 2002. Two months
later, on March 7, 2002, the Federal Highway Administration approved the use of a value pricing pilot program on
the Katy Freeway, which cleared the way for a tollway in
the center of the freeway. It was reported to be the first
approval of the addition of toll lanes on a free interstate
highway, although similar projects had been implemented
on non-interstate highways, most notably the California
91 Riverside Freeway outside Los Angeles.
A freeway project as large as the Katy Freeway expansion is certain to generate opposition. Opponents were relatively quiet during the study phase but began to organize
after the record of decision to mount a last-ditch effort
to stop or substantially alter the project. The opposition
formed the Katy Corridor Coalition and filed a lawsuit on
September 17, 2002, to halt the project and conduct fur-

June 2005 Update: The lawsuit against the Katy Freeway project was dismissed by a federal court
on April 9, 2004, allowing the project to move forward. As of March 2005 the estimated cost of the
project had risen to $2.67 billion. The project remains on schedule for completion in 2008.
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Future frontage road: The westbound frontage road of the reconstructed Katy
Freeway will be positioned on the location of the present Bunningham Street.
This is the only area where residences will be affected by the Katy Freeway
expansion. As of March 2003, most of the homes along Bunningham were
cleared. (Photo: March 2003)
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ther studies of the environmental impacts of the project.
In January 2003, the coalition unveiled its plans for the
corridor. The alternative plan used a narrower right-ofway for the freeway, depressed the freeway lanes below
grade, included a set-aside for a light rail line, and added
tree plantings between the frontage roads and main lanes.
A TxDOT analysis of the proposal in April 2003 ruled it
infeasible, mainly due to a cost increase estimated at $500
million and an additional three years of construction to
implement the depressed freeway design.
In mid-2003 project supporters were confident that the
years of study and public meetings would ensure defeat
of the opposition lawsuit. Key elected officials were solidly behind the TxDOT/HCTRA plan. Providing relief
from the severe traffic congestion of the Katy Freeway
remained the top priority of U.S. Congressional Representative John Culberson and Harris County Judge Robert
Eckels. But in the world of freeway construction, nothing is final until it is built. Whatever the resolution of the
lawsuit, the project outside Beltway 8 should remain unaffected and proceed as planned. On January 30, 2003, the
Texas Transportation Commission officially approved a
funding agreement with HCTRA whereby HCTRA would

contribute up to $500 million to the overall project cost.
The first construction contract for a section between SH 6
and the Grand Parkway (SH 99), with a value of $208 million, was awarded in May 2003. An $83 million contract
for work near the Grand Parkway and a $262 million contract for the reconstruction of the Loop 610 interchange
were awarded in July. Also in July, the first reports of cost
overruns and possible delays were reported. The project
cost estimate increased from $1.47 billion to $1.71 billion,
mainly due to increases in right-of-way acquisition and
utility relocation costs. Difficulty acquiring the 426 rightof-way parcels threatened to delay the project completion
beyond the originally scheduled date of late 2008.89
If built in its entirety as planned, the Katy Freeway
will become one of the nation’s most impressive urban
freeway corridors for a sustained distance. It will rank
among the world’s great freeways and be a distinguishing
freeway for Houston. With the Katy Freeway, Houston
will undoubtedly be among the world’s freeway elite.
Residents of west Houston will finally be served by the
state-of-the-art freeway for which they have waited so
long. As the old proverb says, patience is a virtue.

